Radio frequency (rf) magnetic fluctuations g have been measured with loop antennas in a large pulsed discharge plasma column (n,* < lo'* cme3, kT,S 3 eV, Be-20 G, Ar, 2~ 10m4 Torr, 1 m diamX2.5 m length). A l/f-like noise spectrum is observed in the whistler wave regime ( t3,1'2C0,j1'2 < w <w,) both in the Maxwellian afterglow plasma and in the active discharge which contains energetic (45 eV) electrons. Discrete emission lines at the electron cyclotron frequency and its harmonics are found only in the presence of spiraling energetic electrons. These are naturally present in the active discharge but have also been injected as a controlled oblique electron beam into the Maxwellian afterglo_w plasma. In the latter case up to 15 cyclotron harmonic lines with weak amplitude decay B,(w) are generated in the beam flux tube. From two-point correlation measurements it is shown that the line spectrum is due to ballistic beam modes rather than plasma eigenmodes driven unstable by the beam. The lines evolve from broadband thermal current fluctuations of the beam through a filtering effect. Those fluctuations which rotate synchronously with the ordered cyclotron motion (o = nw,) constructively interfere ( kll =0) and produce coherent solenoidal rf fields, while others interfere destructively. Axial and azimuthal phase velocity measurements for if-modulated beams clearly demonstrate the filtering effect. In the present parameter regime (w+w,.) the fluctuations are evanescent and localized near the electron flux tube ( rcw > c/w,). In low density plasmas the fluctuations may couple to propagating electromagnetic waves and be observable externally as in earlier observations by Landauer or Ikegami.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fluctuation and radiation processes are topics of fundamental interest in plasma physics which have been treated in many textbooks.1-4 Several physical processes can give rise to emissions such as single-particle cyclotron/ synchrotron radiation, particle collisions resulting in bremsstrahlung, and many collective plasma processes leading to instabilities. The interpretation of observed emission spectra requires both the knowledge of the excitation mechanism and of the wave propagation through plasmas. Useful applications of emission measurements include remote temperature diagnostics in hot fusion plasmas ' or distant solar plasmas.6 The present work deals with fluctuation processes near the electron cyclotron frequency and its harmonics in an overdense plasma ( wp$ w 2 w,) .' Cyclotron harmonic emissions from non-Maxwellian plasmas are known since the 1960s when Landauer' observed lines up to w =40 w, in a Penning-type discharge. The latter contains energetic electrons at high-pitch angles which, similar to spiraling electron beams,' are thought to destabilize electrostatic cyclotron harmonic waves." Mode conversion in small nonuniform plasmas can explain the externally observed electromagnetic radiation. Alternate explanations involving noncircular particle orbits" and excitation of localized resonance layers'* have also been proposed but not tested due to lack of in situ diagnostics. In the present experiment all ' IPermanent address: Institute of Applied Physics, Nizhny Novgorod, 603600 Russia.
fluctuation measurements are performed inside a large uniform magnetoplasma. ' It is shown that spiraling electrons do produce copious cyclotron harmonic lines by a mechanism which is entirely different from the previously postulated ones. The electromagnetic signals are detected with a shielded loop antenna in the beam flux tube. No instability of a plasma eigenmode is involved and the signal is due to random broadband current fluctuations of the beam. A line spectrum evolves because of a spatial interference or filtering effect by the ordered cyclotron motion: Those frequency components in the broadband spectrum which are synchronous with the electron rotation (w = no,) produce a magnetic perturbation which is identical from orbit to orbit ( kll =O). The result is a constructive interference which produces a long solenoidal rf field as in a helical wire-wound coil. Off-resonant frequencies, however, generate a phase shift (lead or lag) between adjacent orbits b=no,+k1, -q 1 which can result in opposing dipole moments, i.e., destructive interference. These processes are clearly demonstrated by modulating the beam current and performing three-dimensional (3-D) spatial interferometry.
The present fluctuation studies show the importance of considering the source function (ballistic particle currents ) in addition to the plasma dielectric response (cyclotron harmonic eigenmodes) for determining a noise spectrum. Here the observed line spectrum is dominated by particles while electromagnetic waves are evanescent. The fluctuating fields are only observable in situ but not remotely. Useful applications could include precise ( f 0.1% ) dc magnetic field measurements in finite-beta plasmas [P=nkT/(B2/2,uo) = 1 p asma pressure/magnetic pressure]. Other areas of relevance could include scintillations of high-frequency signals (~+,e) by magnetic fluctuations,'4 antenna impedance measurements,15 and energy transport from beam to background electrons via cyclotron heating.
After describing in Sec. II the experimental setup and measurement techniques the observations of noise spectra and correlations in a discharge plasma and in an afterglow plasma with injected electron beam will be presented and discussed in Sec. III. The conclusion, Sec. IV, points out the relevance of the observation to various applications and its relation to earlier work.
II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The experiments are performed in a large plasma device shown schematically in Fig. 1 . With a 1 m diam oxidecoated cathodeI a uniformly magnetized ( Be~20 G) linear plasma column ( 1 m diam, 2.5 m length) is produced in argon (p-1.3 X low4 Torr) by a repetitively pulsed dc discharge (trep=l set, tP--5 msec, ti,s lOi cme3, kT,S3 eV, Vdis ,45 V, Idis'! 600 A). Magnetic noise measurements are performed under two conditions: (i) during the active discharge when the cyclotron harmonic lines are produced by a small population of energetic primary electrons (n/n,-14 0, $uPzc:eVdis-445 eV); (ii) during the afterglow ( to --1 msec) when all primary electrons have been lost (At-25 psec) and a controlled electron beam ( Vb< 100 V, I,< 100 mA, ndn,< l%, radius r-4 mm, pitch angle 0 < 6, < 90", pulse length tPti 5 psec) is injected into the Maxwellian background plasma [Y,~-' 5 St broadband transformer ( 1 to 500 MHz) to a low noise broadband amplifier (NF= 1.4 dB, f= 1 to 500 MHz, 30 dB gain) followed by a dual digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 7200, 1 Cs/sec, 400 MHz, 8 bit). The latter is used to obtain spectra [fast Fourier transform (FFT)], cross correlations between signals from two identical movable antennas, and ensemble averages over repeated discha_rge pulses. The frequency response of the antennas, V,,JB vs o, has both been calibrated with a Helmholtz coil, the result-of which agrees well with the circuit analysis
where t=0.25 PH is the antenna inductance, R= 50 fi is the load resistance, and 1~12 E 16 cm* is the loop area.
On-line conditional averaging" is employed making use of the "smart" triggering feature of digital oscilloscopes. The latter allows one to impose two conditions in order to trigger the oscilloscope, e.g., (i) a positive gate pulse used to define the time interval for possible data collection and (ii) the signal level to exceed a specified threshold. A typical example is shown in Fig. 2 . Discrete emission lines at the cyclotron frequency and its harmonics are superimposed on a thermal noise spectrum which is enhanced in the whistler wave range (f<f,) over that in the evanescent regime (f, < f<f,-3ooO MHz). The cyclotron lines are produced by spiraling energetic electrons which decay rapidly in the afterglow.
gate pulse the oscilloscope stores the waveform defining t=O at the moment of triggering. By repeating the experiment a simple ensemble average (B,(t) ) = ( l/N) 8z t Bzi( t) (bottom trace) can be formed. Using two oscilloscope channels and multiplying two antenna signals the cross-spectral properties of the turbulence are obtained, e.g., ( BzlBrz) versus antenna separation Ar and delay time r. Such measurements yield the spatial and temporal coherence of the fluctuations, e.g., phase and group velocities for propagating perturbations. Furthermore, by triggering from one cyclotron line, e.g., B,(3w,), and averaging a second line, e.g., B,( 2w,), the coherence between different cyclotron harmonics has been found to be small, excluding nonlinear wave-wave interactions as a harmonic generating mechanism.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Fluctuations during discharge
The present investigation was motivated by explaining the observed cyclotron harmonic lines in the noise spectrum of a magnetic loop antenna (Fig. 3 ) immersed in a discharge plasma. Since the lines rapidly disappear in the afterglow (At 5 25 psec) whereas the thermal noise in the whistler wave regime13 (C&W,) decays slowly proportional to the bulk electron temperature [TJ(dTJdt) 6 1 msec] the line emission is evidently produced by the energetic primary electrons. These electrons are emitted from the cathode, accelerated predominantly along B, in the cathode sheath ($ruieeVdis-45 eV), produce within Ax5 lOil,l =lOudfP~ 1.5 cm a strong beam-plasma instability" which scatters them in velocity space,19 and are observed in the plasma volume as energetic tails on Langmuir probe traces (see insert of have perpendicular velocity components in order to excite cyclotron emissions. However, the emission is not the classical cyclotron radiation from nonrelativistic electrons* whose line intensities drop as /3*= (u/c)* < 10e4 with increasing harmonic number and whose derivation assumes a tenuous plasma (e+(o). In order to investigate the possibility of wave excitation by the spiraling tail electrons both correlation and polarization measurements have been performed. Figure  4 (_a) shows a comparison of the radial amplitude profile <&9> _ with the radial cross-correlation function ( ByI (0) B,,z(r)) for the fundamental cyclotron line. While the fluctuations have a broad amplitude profile similar to the plasma parameters they correlate only over short distances Ar-2c/w,,-3 cm across B, without exhibiting any wavelengths. Along the magnetic field, Fig. 4(b) shows a much larger correlation length Az > 15 cm which, in contrast to whistler magnetic fluctuations,i3 is nonoscillatory. The amplitudes and correlation properties are similar for dEerent components of the fluctuating magnetic field ( B,,l B,, B,ll B,) obtained by varying the loop angle as indicated in the spectra of Fig. 5 .
The only relevant eigenmodes are ordinary (El1 B,) and extraordinary (El1 B,) electromagnetic cyclotron harmonic waves*' since conversion of electrostatic waves can be excluded in a uniform plasma. However, in a low-beta plasma p=nkT/( B2/2po) 60.1 for n = 10" cmm3, its (o <, nw,) hence cannot account for the wide, symmetric lines observed. Likewise, the nonoscillatory radial cross-spectral function is inconsistent with propagating cyclotron harmonic waves. Since the fluctuations do not exhibit the characteristics of collective eigenmodes they must arise directly from the noise source, i.e., the randomly moving electrons. In the discharge plasma the energetic electrons have a significant spread in energy and pitch angle which cannot be easily varied without affecting the bulk plasma parameters. Thus, the emission process is studied in a controlled experiment where electrons of known density, energy, and pitch angle are injected as a thin spiraling beam into a Maxwellian afterglow plasma. square fit one finds the cyclotron frequency with high accuracy (uncertainty < 0.1%) as demonstrated for different magnetic fields. Thus, the emission measurements offer a useful diagnostic tool for obtaining in situ magnetic tieIds with high time resolution (t 5 1 psec). Broadband, l/f-like noise is observed for field-aligned beams ( eb=O) while at high-pitch angles ( 6b=900) many narrow cyclotron harmonic lines are generated. Whistler wave noise propagates both along and opposite to the parallel beam velocity but the cyclotron lines are negligibly small on the back side of the beam cathode. The latter aspect indicates again that the lines are created directly by the beam electrons rather than transported by plasma eigenmodes as in the case of whistler band noise.
While Fig. 8 shoTed-fluctuation spectra at a fixed antenna polarizatio_n (B= B,) for various beam pitch angles, Fig. 9 displays B(,) at a fixed pitch angle ( ebE800) for different antenna polarization a_ngles 6,,. Cyc@ron harmonic lines are seen both in B, ( 11 Ba)-and B,, (1 Ba) implying that the perturbed field lines B spiral and are simply produced by the spiraling electron current. For the lower harmonics (n = 1,2,3) the high-pitch-angle beam Eoduc_es predominantly a solenoidal B, component while BI > B,, for high harmonics (n ~-6. * * 10). By filtering a particular line with a tuned-amplifier one can also check the phase of the fluctuation B(,) at different antenna angles. Figure 9 (insert) confirms that the second harmonic field is highly field aligned and properly reverses sign for a 180" rotation of the antenna which has a negligible electric dipole moment. In addition to the pitch angle, the beam energy and density can be varied without significantly affecting the background plasma parameters. Qualitatively similar line spectra are observed for an order of magnitude variation in beam voltage (3< Vb< 100 V) and current (10<1,< 100 mA) . The fluctuation amplitude depends linearly on beam current, as demonstrated in Fig. 10 . This result excludes the possibility that the lines are produced by an absolute instability which usually exhibits threshold and saturation effects."
In order to check the possibility of a convective instability the fluctuation spectrum is measured at different ax- ial distances from the beam injection point. Figure 11 shows that near the injection point the fluctuations B,(w) exhibit a broadband spectrum which, within Az= 15 cm from the source, evolves into a line spectrum. The peak amplitudes at nw, exhibit no growth while the fluctuation level between cyclotron harmonics is greatly suppressed, implying a filtering process rather than an instability mechanism. By varying the ante_nna position across B, the radial amplitude profiles for B,(r), shown in Fig. 12 , are obtained. At the fundamental (w=o,) the fluctuation amplitude maximizes in the beam flux tube similar to the solenoidal field of a coil formed by the spiraling beam ( -3.5 cm diam). At the second harmonic (w=2w,) an amplitude minimum is-observed on axis where two opposing solenoidal fields B, cancel.
Using two identical antennas cross-spectral measurements have been performed which yield phase information. FIG. 12. Radial amplitude protile (&x,y=O)) for fluctuations at the fundamental and second cyclotron harmonic line. At w=w, the field is confined to the flux tube of the beam (see sketch of orbit) while at 0=2w, the field has two off-axial maxima. Note that the profiles are broadened due to the convolution with the antenna response (4.5 cm diam). phase fronts are observed to be radial, the phase increases azimuthally in the same direction as the spiraling electrons, and the angular velocity o = d#/dt = &r/2 T, = w, is that of the electrons. Thus, the magnetic perturbation is a ballistic signal, i.e., a perturbation in the beam current. Figure  13 (b) shows axial phase measurements, i.e., (B,(t)) at different distances Az from a fixed reference antenna used to trigger the oscilloscope. The temporal coherence of the "wave packet" is determined by the bandwidth of the tuned amplifier used to select the second harmonic fluctuations for the trigger signal. One observes a slow propagation of the envelope at a group velocity usi1 = 1.4X 1Q8 cm/ set corresponding to the parallel beam velocity (ublr =v,cos@,=3.3x108xcos65"=1. ( do/dkll = Q,I , w/kll = CO at w = nw,) . In order to check the dependence co(kll ) the frequency has to be varied which is not possible with the inherent fluctuations (o = no,) but can be imposed by an external current modulation of the beam. Figure 14 depicts both a schematic of the modulation setup (see insert)-and the effect of a weak modulatio_n on the spectrum of B,(w). A large enhancement of B, is observed when the modulation frequency coincides with a cyclotron harmonic line (e.g., + 19 dB for w = 2 w,) but off resonance the enhancement is small ( + 6 dB at w= 1.5 w,). The magnetic fluctuation amplitude scales linearly with the beam current modulation. Thus, the current modulation reproduces the spectral features of the inherent fluctuations. By phase locking to the modulation signal the axial phase velocity can be measured at any frequency. Figure 15 shows some measurement examples of B,(t) at different axial distances z for modulation frequencies near (a) the fundamental and (b) the second cyclotron harmonic. On resonance (w =wC, 2~0,) one finds again uphI =6/k,, = 00, but for w > w, the phase velocity becomes finite, decreases with increasing difference frequency w--w, and is in the direction of the parallel beam velocity ubll , consistent with uphll =o/k,, =ubll w/(w-nw,).
When the modulation frequency is below a cyclotron harmonic the phase velocity reverses sign and propagates against the beam, as demonstrated in Fig. 15(b) . From these measurements the parallel beam velocity ( LQ,, N 1.3 X 10' cm/set), pitch length amplitudes arise from a constructive interference (k,, = 0). The fluctuations in different cyclotron harmonics are linearly independent which has been concluded from different observations: (i) The beam modulation at one cyclotron harmonic (e.g., w= 2 w,, in Fig. 14) does not enhance or suppress the natural fluctuations in other lines or produce harmonics. (ii) The natural fluctuations of one line (e.g., o= 3 w,) have been narrow-band filtered and used to trigger the digital oscilloscope while the fluctuations from the same or other lines are conditionally averaged (see Sec. II). The coherence between different lines is found to be negligible compared with that of the same harmonic line. (iii) The beam current has been modulated with a broadband (0 < f < 400 MHz) noise source in order to model the inherent current fluctuations of the dc beam. As shown in Fig. 16 the externally imposed noise and the inherent noise produce qualitatively the same line spectra except the former is enhanced over the latter. Thus, each line is independently filtered out from broadband noise through the ordered cyclotron motion.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Although a detailed theoretical model for the observed line emission process does not yet exist the physical mechanism is reasonably well understood. As summarized in Fig. 17 the spiraling electron beam presents a helical cur- rent source with broadband ac fluctuations superimposed on the dc current. Those frequency components which are synchronous with the cyclotron rotation (o= nw,) produce magnetic field perturbations B, which are in phase from orbit to orbit ( kll =0) hence produce a long fteldaligned solenoidal rf magnetic field which induces a strong signal in the linked loop antenna. For frequencies between the harmonics [w= (n+f)oJ, the magnetic fields of Edjacent cyclotron orbits oppose so that the net field B, is negligibly small at high pitch angles. The observed fluctuations are thought to be dominated by the source term (ballistic particle currents) rather than collective plasma modes (electromagnetic cyclotron har- = k, , vb, , =# FIG. 17 . Schematic diagram summarizing the physical mechanism for the observed line spectra. The spiraling electron beam carries both2 dc current Zdc and broadband thermal current fluctuations Z(w) (0 < f< fpbe 500 MHz, Q=: 3 x lo9 cme3). The latter give rise to a ballistic mode. Those frequency components whose perturbations rotate synchronou_sly with the cyclotron orbit produce identical magnetic perturbations B, for each orbit (k,, =O, o-no,=k,, ubII =O), which constructively interfere to a long solenoidal rf field and produce a strong signal in the linked loop antenna. Between cyclotron harmonics the dipole moments of adjacent cyclotron orbits oppose and destructively interfere to small amplitudes. Hence, the spiraling particle orbit produces out of a broadband thermal noise spectrum a line spectrum by a filtering effect. No collective plasma mode or instability or nonlinearity is required to explain the cyclotron harmonic lines. manic waves). This conclusion is based upon observations of linewidths, propagation characteristics, insensitivity to plasma parameters (lines are observed for 0 < ta < 20 msec, ie 107<n <10'2cm-3 * .f 0.25 < kT,< 3 eV), temporal decay of lineseupon beam switch off (At, ubll AZ-150 nsec), and absence of absorption lines at w=tzwC in the antenna impedance.
Linewidths and harmonic amplitudes of the fiuctuations deserve further investigation and understanding. Many narrow lines are obtained for electrons with highpitch angles (see Fig. 6 )) fewer and broader lines occur with significant spread in velocity space (Fig. 3, discharge  plasma) or close to the electron source (Fig. 11) . Overlapping orbits of spiraling electrons, as in the case of primary electrons in a uniform discharge, still produce cyclotron harmonic lines at large distances from the source (AZ e-200 cm). The magnetic field in each flux tube fluctuates independently indicating again that no perpendicularly propagating eigenmodes are excited. Axial magnetic field gradients have been observed to determine the line amplitudes: with increasing distance from the source the lines grow, reach a maximum, and decay when the line shift due to VB exceeds the linewidth, i.e., when the coherence is lost axially. Of course, the latter can also arise from colhsions but for the present parameters the mean-free path of the energetic electrons exceeds the length of the device (&,d&z 3 m at 100 eV) . There appears to be little absorption of the beam-generated r-f fields by the cold background electrons since no self-absorption lines (line splitting) are observed as in earlier experiments. 22'23 In summary, the present observation of cyclotron harmonic lines in the electromagnetic fluctuation spectrum of non-Maxwellian plasmas has lead to a different physical explanation than given previously.2*'0-'2 It is conceivable that some of the earlier experiments which lacked in situ diagnostics did not produce cyclotron harmonic lines by instabilities but by the same mechanism as described here. It is also likely that spiraling ion beams produce magnetic fluctuations at ?ZCI),i. Such line spectra are useful for accurate local magnetic field measurements in finite-@ plasmas. Magnetic fluctuations in both Maxwellian and nonMaxwellian plasmas can produce phase modulations of eigenmodes whose propagation depends on B.
